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Currently, millions of people across 

the world are having to communicate 

using technology. We are so lucky 

that during this time we have 

technology to stay connected with 

our friends and family. However, as 

you know, not everyone uses 

technology in a positive way. 

 

Read the information from the 

website below and create a poster 

highlighting the key information on 

cyberbullying.   

 

https://kidshelpline.com.au/teens/iss

ues/cyberbullying 

 

I know many of you have been using 

social media and are staying in 

contact with each other. Please make 

sure you’re always spreading 

kindness!! <3  

This Tuesday is

day! 

 

Create your own superhero

 

With your superhero, create a 

comic book

your choice! 

 

Make sure to include lots of 

colour and onomatopoeia

crash, bang)

IDL 

Our topic this term is all about 

building a business. Due to school 

closures, this will have to take a 

slightly different form. 

 

The first thing we’re going to do is 

look at what kind of entrepreneur 

you are.  

 

At the bottom of this page, there is 

a little quiz. Answer the questions 

the find out which entrepreneur 

you’re most like.   

 Ramadam 

April 2020. It is an 

important time in the Muslim 

calendar

reflection

heightened devotion & worship. 

 

Your task: 

Research ten facts on the month of 

Ramadam. Record these facts into 

your jotter o
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Literacy 

This Tuesday is World Superhero 

 

Create your own superhero!  

With your superhero, create a 

comic book with the story line of 

your choice!  

Make sure to include lots of 

colour and onomatopoeia (e.g. 

crash, bang)!! 

 60 second speed bounce challenge. 

 

Every day this week complete the 60 

second speed bounce challenge. 

Record your daily score then total 

your score at the end of the week. 

Instructions can be found below. 

Good luck!! 

 

Stay safe, stay active! 

RME 

Ramadam began on Thursday 23rd 

April 2020. It is an extremely 

important time in the Muslim 

calendar. It is a time of spiritual 

reflection, self-improvement and 

heightened devotion & worship.  

Your task:  

Research ten facts on the month of 

Ramadam. Record these facts into 

your jotter or create a poster.  

Select any one of the 5 science 

experiments suggested on the 

website below. Each experiment 

needs very little materials. 

 

Take pictures of your results and 

record them into your jotter or send 

them to the school Twitter feed. 

 

 

https://redtri.com/simple

experiments-with

less/slide/5  
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PE 

60 second speed bounce challenge.  

Every day this week complete the 60 

second speed bounce challenge. 

Record your daily score then total 

your score at the end of the week. 

Instructions can be found below. 

Stay safe, stay active!  

 

Science 

Select any one of the 5 science 

experiments suggested on the 

website below. Each experiment 

needs very little materials.  

Take pictures of your results and 

record them into your jotter or send 

them to the school Twitter feed.  

https://redtri.com/simple-science-

with-5-supplies-or-

 



 


